Authors Grant Permission to Release Documents

Authors have responded positively to ERIC’s microfiche Digitization Project. More than 193,000 out of 340,000 scanned older documents are now available from the ERIC Web site.

There is still time for copyright holders of older documents (indexed 1966-1992) to grant ERIC permission to release these works in electronic format. Help ERIC spread the word about this vital project to ensure long-term availability of these historical materials.

See www.eric.ed.gov/digitization for more information.

Stay Current

With ERIC’s RSS feed capability, researchers can define and subscribe to either custom feeds using their search criteria or ERIC-defined feeds. This feature provides both end-users and education Web site owners with a means to identify and access fresh content matching their interests as it is added to the ERIC Collection.

Stay up to date with the latest enhancements by checking the ERIC Web site at www.eric.ed.gov. The ERIC home page highlights the latest ERIC news, updates, and features.
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Search more than 1,000 journals with links to publishers and more than 300,000 full-text documents
Use ERIC for Research

Whether you are seeking information on an education topic or articles by a specific author, ERIC’s search tools can help you identify current and archival materials for your research.

ERIC offers basic and advanced search options that provide:

- The ability to search by subject terms, authors, titles, and other characteristics
- Online access to the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, a controlled vocabulary that will help you search with greater precision
- Recommendations for items related to those you have already identified
- Citation management enabling you to print, e-mail, save, or export selected records to citation management software to help with your literature reviews and reference lists
- The capacity to save and rerun searches
- Access to more than 300,000 full-text items from ERIC, as well as expanded access to more full text through links to publishers and library holdings

ERIC is committed to meeting the education information needs of a diverse audience of researchers, educators, librarians, administrators, and others.

ERIC Content

ERIC is the world’s largest digital library of education resources, with more than 1.3 million records of journal articles, books, papers, reports, and other materials indexed from 1966 to the present. ERIC actively indexes more than 1,000 journals, about 90 percent of which are peer-reviewed.

Materials in ERIC come from many well-regarded sources: scholarly organizations, professional associations, commercial publishers, research centers, policy organizations, state and federal agencies, university presses, and individual researchers.

The ERIC database is updated frequently in an effort to keep pace with current issues in education. New records are released several times weekly through the ERIC Web site. More than three thousand items are provided in monthly updates to content vendors.

Gain Easy Access to ERIC

The online ERIC digital library is widely available and easy to access:

- At the ERIC Web site, www.eric.ed.gov
- Through commercial databases such as CSA Illumina and ProQuest, EBSCOhost, OCLC FirstSearch, Ovid, H.W. Wilson, and Dialog
- Through Internet searches conducted via Google and Google Scholar, MSN, and Yahoo

Contribute Your Research to ERIC

ERIC users conduct millions of searches each month. By submitting your work to ERIC, you will ensure that a global audience of researchers, practitioners, and the general public can access it. Hundreds of publishers, organizations, and individual researchers already contribute materials to ERIC’s widely searched collection. As a contributing author, you retain copyright and the freedom to submit your work for publication elsewhere.

ERIC will make your work:

- Available to thousands of searchers interested in education topics
- Easy to obtain as free, downloadable PDFs
- Part of an enduring collection of education literature indexed from 1966 to the present

Submitting documents to ERIC is fast and easy using the online submission system at www.eric.ed.gov. Consider including your work in the world’s largest and best-known resource for education research.